We propose a novel active fiber design for selectively generating cylindrical vector beams (CVBs) or cylindrical vector modes (CVMs) which can be applied to conventional fiber lasers. A fiber is designed to have a ring-shaped core refractive index profile which can lead to the best overlap between the active dopant distribution profile and the lowest-order CVM (LCVM) field profile. Therefore, the overlap factor (OVF) of the LCVM becomes even higher than that of the fundamental mode. We emphasize that this condition cannot be satisfied by a conventional step-index core fiber (SICF) but by the ring-doped core fiber (RDCF). Because the lasing threshold is inversely proportional to the OVF, the LCVM can predominantly be stimulated even without going through special procedures to impose extra loss mechanisms to the fundamental mode. We numerically verify that the OVF of the LCVM with the doped ions can significantly exceed that of the fundamental mode if the proposed fiber design is applied. In addition, an RDCF of the proposed fiber design can also operate in a regime containing no higher-order modes besides the LCVM, so that it can selectively and efficiently generate the LCVM without being disrupted by the parasitic lasing of the higher-order modes. We highlight that an optimized RDCF can lead to a >30 % higher OVF ratio than a SICF having the same doped area. The proposed model is expected to be useful for enhancing the efficiency of generating CVBs in an all-fiber format.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cylindrical vector beams (CVBs) have recently been receiving a considerable amount of research attention because of their unique and interesting capability of carrying orbital angular momentum [1] . In particular, CVBs can offer highly focused beam spots as well as dipole-like oscillating field patterns [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , which can open up opportunities for novel applications, such as optical trapping [2] , microscopy [3, 4] , plasmonic focusing [5] , high-precision laser machining [6] , etc.
To date there have been a variety of studies on generating CVBs mostly in free space, utilizing special optical components [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , such as prisms, crystals, polarizers, lenses, axicons, retarders, etc., or using a beam-combining technique [12] . Other studies are related with the CVB generation utilizing novel types of passive optical fibers, which include a coupling scheme to launch CVBs into a fiber by placing a polarizer directly inside the fiber [13] , a formation of CVBs through a passive solid-core fiber having a modified core-index profile [14] , a photonic crystal fiber with a gold nanowire [15] , etc. Recently, it has been demonstrated that CVBs can also be generated directly from an active fiber, i.e. a fiber laser [16] [17] [18] . In this case, CVBs are formed via fiber cylindrical vector modes (CVMs), e.g., TE 01 , TM 01 , and HE 21 modes, which are capable of maintaining their orbital angular momenta while propagating in the fiber. For example, a radially polarized beam was generated via an ytterbium (Yb)-doped fiber (YDF) laser assisted by a converging axicon [17] . Since optical fibers offer great flexibility and compactness over the bulk-optic counterparts, the generation of CVBs in an all-fiber format would be of great advantage. However, the fiber laser systems for generating CVBs that have been demonstrated so far [ [16] [17] [18] have limitations in terms of efficiency and practicality such that the laser efficiencies were significantly lower than that of the conventional YDF-based lasers, which can be over 80 % [19] , and the systems still encompassed a number of free-space optical components other than the fiber itself (e.g., free space coupling optics, long-pass filters, mirrors, polarizers, etc.) in order for the laser to operate in a CVM. It is worth noting that such limitations are due to the fact that they utilized gain fibers having a step-index core profile [16] [17] [18] . In fact, the use of a step-index core fiber (SICF) as a gain medium inevitably gives rise to a severe reduction of laser efficiency because the overlap factor (OVF) between the CVM and the doped region tends to be poor compared to the case with the fundamental mode (HE11 mode) that is a non-CVM. In other words, the CVM of a SICF generally yields a ring-shaped field pattern, so that the CVM can only extract a limited fraction of energy mainly from the edge of the core. Consequently, the population inversion built up in the central part of the core does not contribute to the CVM lasing, thereby being wasted through amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) processes, which eventually gives rise to the significant reduction of the laser efficiency, as was observed in Refs. [16] [17] [18] .
Here, we propose a novel ring-doped-core fiber (RDCF) design in order to facilitate the generation of a CVM in an all-fiber format [20, 21] . Optimizing the overlap between the doped area and the desired fiber mode, we find that the overlap factor (OVF) of the lowest-order CVM (LCVM) with the doped ions can exceed that of the fundamental mode, thereby leading to lower lasing thresholds for the LCVM than that for the fundamental mode. In particular, the use of the RDCF significantly reduces the unwanted loss incurred by the ASE, due to the fact that it offers much enhanced mode overlap between the active ions and the LCVM field. Therefore, one can expect that it will lead to significant increase in the overall laser efficiency.
II. THEORY
In general, the lasing threshold Pth of a fiber laser in terms of pump power is given by [21] 
where , s p ψ is the modal field intensity at the signal or pump wavelength, and   is the mean dopant density for the effective doped area A d . If we combine Eqs. (2) and (3), assuming that the dopant density function is uniform over the doped region, the OVF can be simplified into 
As a result, the OVF becomes the ratio of the optical power confined in the doped region against the total optical power guided by the fiber.
For standard SICFs, the fundamental mode and the LCVM have clearly different field patterns: The former has a Gaussian-like field distribution whereas the latter has a ring-shaped one having a zero at the center as shown in mode and the LCVMs (TE01, TM01, and HE21 modes) of a typical SICF having a core diameter of 9.9 μm and a core numerical aperture (NA) of 0.1.
Thus, one can expect that if a fiber is given in an SICF form and its core is uniformly doped with active ions, the γs of the fundamental mode is invariably higher than that of the LCVM [22] . Consequently, the lasing threshold of the fundamental mode is always lower than that of the LCVM unless any additional mode discrimination mechanism is provided [21, 23] [see Eq. (1)]. In fact, this property can be a severe issue even with an additional mode discrimination measure because the excited ions in the central part of the core have poor overlap with the LCVM signal, so that their energy cannot be extracted efficiently, thereby causing an excessive level of the ASE build-up in the central part of the fiber. Actually, this consequence inevitably results in a significant reduction of the laser conversion efficiency [16] [17] [18] .
To overcome such drawbacks of SICFs in generating a CVM, we propose to use an RDCF, introducing a dopantdepleted region at the center of its core. The central dopantdepleted region will prevent the unwanted ASE build-up, and also lead to a good mode overlap between the doped ions and the CVM field.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Limitations of a Step-index Core Fiber (SICF)
Regarding the fibers under consideration, we utilize a finite-element-method (FEM)-based mode solver (COMSOL Multiphysics ® ) to obtain the rigorous two-dimensional modefield distribution. We set the lasing wavelength of interest to be 1.06 μm, assuming that the fiber is doped with Yb ions. In addition, we fix the core NA to be 0.1, which is a typical value for conventional YDFs having an intermediate mode size [24, 25] .
Based on these fiber parameters, we first calculate the OVFs of the SICF modes, varying the core diameter. Then, we calculate the overlap factor ratio (OVFR) of the LCVM with respect to the OVF of the fundamental mode, i.e., γ s,LCVM / γ s,fund . In fact, this parameter can be an indicative that shows how efficiently the fiber is capable of generating the LCVM. For example, the higher the OVFR is, the higher efficiency the fiber will have in generating the LCVM. In particular, if the OVFR exceeds unity, the lasing threshold of the LCVM will be lower than that of the fundamental mode. In addition, it is worth noting that the LCVMs include TE 01 , TM 01 , and HE 21 modes, depending of their polarization states, which are all degenerate modes and have nearly identical field intensity patterns under the weakly guiding condition, as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore in terms of the OVF there are no intrinsic differences among them, and one may represent their OVF properties with one representative value hereinafter. Figure 2 shows the calculated results for the OVFs of the fundamental mode and the LCVM, the corresponding OVFR between them, and the effective doped area A d as functions of the core diameter of the SICF. As expected, the results confirm that the OVF of the fundamental mode is invariably higher than that of the LCVM. Consequently, the fundamental mode is the fittest to survive during the mode completion in the laser cavity unless a sufficient special measure is provided to suppress it. In addition, when the core become larger, the OVF of the LCVM tends to converge to that of the fundamental mode. However, this does not mean any improvement for the LCVM generation in terms of the mode selection because as the core size increases, it also becomes a guide for other higher-order modes (HOMs), which in turn reduce the possibility of the LCVM generation [16, 26] . On this account, a desirable operating regime of a fiber is the case when it only supports modes up to the LCVM. The shaded region of Fig. 2 indicates the LCVM regime, when the core diameter is between 8.1 μm and 12.8 μm. The OVFR is maximized to 0.876 at the edge of this region when the core diameter is 12.8 μm.
We can observe that the OVFR continuously increases after the LCVM regime. In other words, there is a tradeoff in increasing the OVFR or decreasing the number of modes in the case of a SICF.
Design of a Ring-doped-core Fiber (RDCF)
We now consider an active optical fiber having a core doped with laser-active ions, the refractive-index profile of which has an index well at the center, as depicted in Fig. 3 , which is called an RDCF. We propose this structure because it can readily be implemented to a fiber via a modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) process [27, 28] .
We assume the NA of the RDCF to be 0.1 as the same of the SICF investigated in the previous section. In fact, this NA will allow the RDCF to guide only the LCVM together with the fundamental mode if the effective mode area is scaled as similarly large as conventional YDFs having an intermediate mode size [24, 25] .
We characterize the OVFs of the fundamental mode and the LCVM, varying din and Δr, where din denotes the inner diameter of the ring-doped core and Δr its thickness in the radial direction, as depicted in Fig. 3 . The refractive index profile (RIP) of the RDCF is also shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 shows typical field-intensity distributions of the modes guided in an RDCF for din = 18.5 μm and Δr = 1.25 μm.
It shows that in the case of the fundamental mode a considerable amount of the field still lies in the central part of the core, i.e., in the index well region where no laser-active ions are doped. In contrast, the field distribution of the LCVM is predominantly bounded within the ring-doped region, so that the field distribution in the index well region is significantly suppressed. Therefore, in this circumstance the OVF of the LCVM can be higher than that of the fundamental mode, and thus, the ASE build-up in the fundamental mode can significantly be reduced. Figure 5 (a) presents the OVFs of the fundamental mode (blue) and LCVM (red), and Fig. 5(b) presents the corresponding OVFR. In Fig. 5(a) , one can see that a specific region exists where the red lines cover up the blue lines. This region represents the range where the OVF of the LCVM is higher than that of the fundamental mode. In particular, this range is highlighted by the color-graded lines in Fig. 2 ), one can see that OVFR can exceed unity even in the parameter range for the LCVM regime. This implies that within that specific parameter range the proposed fiber design can facilitate the LCVM operation rather than the fundamental-mode operation.
Figure 5(d) shows the field-intensity distributions of the fundamental mode and the LCVM across the diameter of an RDCF having its parameter set given by din = 18.5 μm and Δr = 1.25 μm. This parameter set is indicated by a circle given in Fig. 5(a) or in Fig. 5(b) . In fact, in this condition the OVFR is maximized within the range where the RDCF operates in the LCVM regime, supporting only the fundamental mode and the LCVM, which is eventually given by 1.026. In other words, it indicates the optimized design parameter set for the RDCF, which can lead to a lower lasing threshold for the LCVM than for the fundamental mode. Therefore, if the RDCF is pumped to lase, the LCVM can be the fittest to survive in the mode completion even without relying on any special mode-discrimination measure. Furthermore, in comparison with the case for the SICF, the RDCF yields considerably improved signal overlap with the doped ions even for the LCVM, so that the ASE loss due to the non-overlapped ions will be significantly reduced. This can eventually increase the overall laser efficiency. We emphasize this is the first practical fiber design to introduce higher gain to the LCVM than to the fundamental mode.
In addition, we would like to discuss a bit further the OVFR property of the optimized RDCF shown in Fig. 5(d (16) of how efficiently the RDCF is capable of generating the LCVM. For various fiber parameter sets, Table 1 summarizes their comparative characteristics, including the NA, the core diameter, the deviation of the OVFR from unity, i.e.,
ΔOVFR that is given by ΔOVFR = OVFR − 1, the effective mode area of the LCVM Aeff,LCVM, the effective doped area Ad, and the operation regime of the fiber. SICF1 and SICF2 represent the cases having the same effective doped area Ad and the same effective mode area Aeff,LCVM with the RDCF, respectively. SICF3 and SICF4 are the active fibers based on the SICF design demonstrated in Refs. [16, 17] and [18] , respectively. In particular, it is worth noting that SICF1 operates in the LCVM regime, which is the same modal operating condition as that of the optimized RDCF.
In this respect, the ΔOVFR value of SICF1 can be an imperative factor for making a fair comparison with the optimized RDCF. We highlight that the optimized RDCF offers a substantially higher ΔOVFR value than that of SICF1, allowing for an improvement of over 30 %. Another advantage offered by the optimized RDCF is that its effective mode Rigorous Analysis on Ring-Doped-Core Fibers for Generating Cylindrical Vector Beams -Hyuntai Kim et al. 655 area for the LCVM, i.e., Aeff,LCVM, is substantially larger than that of SICF1, which is an extremely important factor for mitigating the undesirable nonlinear effects in the fiber, such as stimulated Raman scattering, stimulated Brillouin scattering, optical Kerr effect, etc. [24, [29] [30] [31] . While SICF2, SICF3, and SICF4 show better performance than SICF1 in terms of OVFR, one cannot expect the overall performance for generating the LCVM out of them will be in the same manner because they predominantly operate in HOM regimes. In other words, the mode competition among the LCVM and the HOMs will substantially exacerbate the overall laser performance and efficiency even if the LCVM lasing is possible by any chance.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and designed a novel RDCF that can efficiently support the LCVM generation in an all-fiber format. Through rigorous numerical analyses of RDCFs, we found that unlike SICFs, RDCFs can make the OVF of the LCVM exceed that of the fundamental mode. For an optimized RDCF that has the effective mode area of the LCVM (Aeff,LCVM) of 588. 64 μm 2 and the effective doped area (Ad) of 77.56 μm 2 , its OVFR is eventually given by 1.023, which can lead to single LCVM operation when it is pumped to lase. This OVFR value is over 30% higher than that of a SICF having the same doped area as the RDCF. We stress this is the first practical active fiber design that can introduce higher gain to the LCVM than to the fundamental mode. In fact, the proposed fiber design can prevent undesirable mode conversions to the fundamental mode or any higher-order modes, thereby being capable of suppressing the unwanted ASE loss owing to them. We expect this numerical study will be beneficial to the future research in designing or fabricating active fibers aimed for the generation of CVBs.
